
Top Knot
Anyone with shoulder-length (or 
longer) hair can do this! Tip your 

head upside down and use a black hair 
band to keep your high pony in place. 

Remember: no brushing! Peanut’s hair 
is wild, curly and a bit messy. If  you 
want to spray it orange, make sure 

you use temporary coloured 
hairspray that you can easily wash out.

Dark blue t-shirt
A short-sleeved blue or dark-coloured  

t-shirt is Peanut’s tee of  choice. 

Denim dungarees
Cut down an old pair of  dungarees 
for the Peanut look or, if  you don’t 

have any dungarees, cut down an old 
pair of  jeans, roll them up a little at 

the bottom and wear with pride! If  you would 
like to create the ‘bib’ of  the dungarees, try 

cutting out a square from your old jeans. 
Either attach this to the t-shirt with  
a couple of  your fave badges or, ask  

a grown-up to sew the bib to the t-shirt. 

Black boots
Wear your chunkiest shoes for this. All the 

better for running through portals!

Freckles
Ask a grown-up for a brown  
(or reddy-brown) eyebrow pencil, 
They’re perfect for dotting freckles. 
Spread around face liberally!

Bandolier
The important thing about the 
bandolier is that it can hold pens, 
pencils, paints and brushes. We 
recommend using the widest belt 
you can find and using brightly-
coloured tape to hold these vital 
tools in place. Alternatively, if  you, 
or somebody you know, is handy 
with a needle and a thread, you 
could fashion one from scratch.

Stripey tights/leggings
Peanut is a brilliant artist and that 
means she likes to wear quirky 
clothes when she’s out of  school 
uniform. If  you’re not able to find 
stripey tights, any brightly-coloured 
tights or leggings will work.
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Little Tail
Peanut’s Pencil, Little Tail, plays an 
important role in the story. Why not make 
an oversized version to carry with you using 
the cardboard tube from a kitchen roll? 
Don’t forget the sharp lead, the blue eraser 
and the special writing on the side. 



Green hoodie
Rockwell’s out-of-school look is  
casual but colourful. A green zip-up  
hoodie will bring his look to life.

School uniform
Of  course, you may choose to 
go in Rockwell’s other outfit, his 
school uniform. Grey trousers and 
jumper, black blazer (with the St 
Hubert’s badge, obvs), a black  
and red tie and a white shirt. 

Jeans
Rockwell’s no scruff, a smart pair of  jeans 
with turn-ups are what’s needed here.

Red rucksack
A bag with plenty of  compartments in which to  
keep gadgets, pens, calculators and snacks. This  
probably means you can use your school bag!

High-tops and red socks
Any high-top lace-ups are great, but 
what really makes this look work is 
the contrasting coloured socks.

Cutie  t-shirt
This t-shirt is officially for Maths  
geeks! If  you have a white tee you’re 
allowed to customise, we suggest  
fabric pens or pencils. Or a chunky  
felt tip will do the job. 
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Blue Alice band
Little-Bit is always seen with her hair band in place.  
Use a wide blue Alice band or a strip of  blue fabric 
which could be cut from an old piece of  clothing.

School uniform
If  you’re wearing Little-Bit’s school uniform, she 
loves a pinafore dress with a smart white collar 
peeking out of  the top. Team this with a cardigan 
and colourful badges (green and pink ideally), 
white tights and black school shoes. Tip: don’t 
forget the all-important blue Alice band! 

Pale blue pinstriped top
Little-Bit is a BIG fan of  stripes. And rainbows! 

Dig out any stripey top (long-sleeved if  
possible) to wear under the pinafore dress.

Blue pinafore dress with rainbow patch
If  you have a pinafore dress, attach your own rainbow 
picture with a glue stick (make sure it’s washable glue 

first). No pinafore? No problem, a dark skirt will do, with 
a lovely rainbow picture on your t-shirt (again, make 

sure you use washable glue if  you stick this on!)

Yellow tights with white trainers
Last but not least, bright yellow tights or leggings with 

some white trainers. No yellow tights? Just wear the 
brightest you can find. Little-Bit won’t mind a jot.
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